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A bstra ct . RAP l is a spec ial pur pose comp uter built to study lat t ice
gas models. It allows the simulation of any model using less t ha n 16
bits per node , and interacti ons restricted to first and second nearest
neighb ors on a 256 x 512 square lat t ice. T he t ime evolut ion of the
automaton is displayed in real time on a color monitor at a sp eed of
50 frames per second.

1. Introduction

T he concept of cellu lar automata was introduced in the early fift ies by von
Neumann and Ulam 11] to stud y the be havior and the organization of com
plex systems . A cellular automaton (CA) is a set of identical processors
located on a regu lar lat tice and with limited connections with the ir neigh
bors. For each time step, th e CA is described by the values of the states of
all the processors . At t ime t + 1, all the processors compute in parallel the ir
new state as a given function of their st ate and those of the connected pro
cessors at t ime t , Wolfram [2] has shown t hat very simp le one-d imensional
CA with one-b it internal states may give extremely complicated behav iors,
as soon as each cell is connected to its first- and second-nearest neighb ors
and its time evolut ion is given by a Boolean funct ion chosen within the suit
able set of Boolean functi ons of five Boolean var iables. The CAM machines
built at MIT by T . Toffoli [3] played a prominent par t in t he interest for
CA during the las t five years. These machines demonst rated that cheap ,
but very powerful , specia l-purpose comp uters can be buil t to st udy a wide
class of CA. They have also shown the impact of dir ect visualization on the
study of very complex phenomena.

Duri ng the same t ime, several attempts were done in the phys icist com
munity to find simple ways to descr ibe and st udy the motion of a collect ion
of int eracting particles [4,5] . In the simplest model 15], the particles are
constrained to move on a square lat ti ce from a no de to one of its near
est neighb ors and to interact on t he nodes only. However, t his model was
too simp le to give realisti c flows. Two yea rs ago, Frisch, Hass lacher, and
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Po meau [6] found that t he same kind of mod el on a t riangular lat tic e leads
to a more accurate approximat ion of a real gas. Using standa rd methods
of statistical mechanics , they were ab le to show that the t ime evolut ion of
th is gas is descr ibed by t he Nav ier-Stokes equat ion like most of the real
fluids . Since, lat t ice gas models have received a lot of interest. This class
of models, which first lead t o Nav ier-St okes equation ar e now ap plied to
a wide range of systems from thermal effects to combu stion phenomena
[7]. Thus, lat tic e gas au to mata not only support the conjecture t hat cellu
lar automata are able to simulate partial differential equat ions, but bring
standard methods of physics to build and study a wide class of cellu lar
automata. In this class, the i t h bit of the processor states is viewed as a
part icle which can jump at each ti me step from one node of the lat t ice to
its ne ighbor in the direction c. . Thus, the t ime evolution is sp lit in two
subs teps . During t he first one, called the "collision step" , each proces sor
computes its new state as a function of its state at t ime t ; during the sec
ond , the "propagation step" , the bit i is moved from each processor to its
neighbor in the di rection c. .

While the CAM machin e is very well suited for the study of two
dimension al cellu lar automata deriving from the or iginal study of Von Neu
mann and Ulam, in which the ne ighborhood relations are essent ial, its use
to simulate the re lat ive motion of bi ts of information needed for lattice gas
mo dels requires quite a subtle t r ick known as the Margolus neighb orhood
[3,8,9 ]: the nodes are no longer equivalent but are packed in two-by-two
cells which become t he new node of the aut omato n, thus decreasing by a
fact or of four t he effect ive size of the lat t ice. The specific algorithm of
the two-dimensional latt ice gas mo dels leads to a more pract ical architec
ture: the original two-dimensional lat t ice, made of M x N cells with b bits
per cells, is also viewed as a three-dimensional lattice, m ade of b one-bit
M x N plan es . Dur ing the collision step, the two-dimensional st ructure is
used , each cell computing its new state; duri ng the pr opagation step, the
i th p lane is moved as a whole in the direction c, with resp ect to a reference
pl ane.

In sect ion 2, the sim ilar it ies and the differences of RAPl with the rast er
displays and the CAM machines will be presented. Section 3 will be devoted
to the descr ipt ion of the ha rdwa re implementat ion. P re liminary results of
hydrodynamic al simul at ions will be given in section 4.

2. V ideo architectures

The RAPl project started at the beginni ng of Octobe r 1985, with t he
following constraints :

1. Versat ility, t o allow the machine to be used to study a large class of
lat t ice gas models of physical interest .

2. Direct d isplay of the automaton evolution, to remove a classical bot
t leneck of t he simu lations on general pur pose comp uters , i.e., the
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visualization of the results.

587

3. Fast completion in order to build the prototype before the subject
drifts too far from its starting point. This point implied the use of
the limited resources of the laboratory for this not scheduled project.

4. Possibility to extend the design to larger latti ce sizes.

These constraints implied several technical choices. First, we ruled out
th e use of true parallel architecture and chose to take benefit of t he CAM
experience, that is, to use a serial implementation of the algorithm . A
consequence of this choice and of the synchronization of the computation
process with the v isualization restricted the size of the latti ce to 256 lines
of 512 pixels , a size which can easily he displayed on a low-resolution color
monitor. In the following subsect ion, the evolut ion from raster displays to
the RAPl architecture will be presented at the conceptual level to st ress the
basic similarities along with the main differences between raster displays,
CAM, and RAP machines.

2.1 Raster di spay s

The raster displays are the basis of both the CAM and RAP machines. In
these displays , the image is stored in a memo ry which we will refer to as
screen memory. Thi s memory is serially read row by row, synchronously
with the sweep of the horizontal lines of the screen ; the content of each
memory location gives the intensity of the corresponding dot location on
the screen as shown figure la. The time is divided into frame corresponding
to the display of a full screen. The beginning of each frame is marked by
a VSYNC signal. Each frame is in turn divided into lines corresponding
to the display of one horizontal line. Th e beginning of each line is marked
by an HSY NC signal. A VBLANK signal selects the lines during which
the screen memory rows are actually displayed, and a HBLANK signal sets
the act ive part of the lines. The VBL ANK an d HBLANK signals reset row
and dot counters respectively; these counters are then incremented by the
HSYNC an d dot clocks respectively to give the ad dress of the pixel to be
read in the screen memory. The value of the pixe l is then sent to a color
look-up t able which feeds digital-to- analog converters (DACs) to control
the intens ity of the red, green, and blue inputs of the monitor. Today, the
details of the hardware implementation of this basic scheme are handled
by gra phic display processors (GDPs), which provide most of the needed
signals.

For a typical low-resolution European monitor, such as the one used for
RAPl, the frame frequency is 50 Hz or 20 IDS per frame, and each line is
64-JLs long. For a 256 X 512 resolut ion, the dot clock frequency is 14 MHz
or 71.4 ns per pixel, th e HBLANK signal is 36.57-l's long and occurs 17.71
I's afte r the HSYNC signal, and the VBLANK signal is active from line 38
to 293.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of a raster display. (b) Schematic of the CAM
machine. (c) Schematic of the RAP 1.
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2.2 The CAM m achines

The first version of the CAM machine was comp leted in the earl y eighties
at MIT and was one of the very first special-purpose computers designed to
study physical problems. The description of one of its descendants , CAM
S, is given in reference 8, and the CAM-6 version is now commerc ia lly
ava ilable along with a user manual and an extens ive amount of software
[9J. The basic idea of all these machines was to simulate two-dime nsiona l
cellular automata on a squ are lat t ice with the so-called von Neumann neigh
borhood: conn ections of each node to it s first and second neighbors on a
square lat t ice. The CAM machines were built around a raster d isplay ar
chitecture. The simp lest possible version is schematized in figure lb. The
screen memory is sequent ially read row by row and sent t o th e displ ay and
to a three-line buffer which stores the dat a needed for a node and its eight
neighbors. This buffer feeds a "computat ion" look-up t able with nine in
put s. The output of this table is then written back to t he memory. In
princip le, this scheme can be used for multi-bit states; however , the size of
the look-up table grows exponentially with t he number of bits . Even for
two-bi t states, it is necessary to restri ct either the number of bits interact
ing together or the number of available rules for the automaton, using some
combinat ions of smaller tables. For example, the CAM-6 machine has four
bits per state organi zed as two pairs of two bits, one of t hem interacting
with its associ ated von Neumann neighb orhood an d th e other alone. Up
to ten bits per state can be obtained using the Margolus neighb orhood [8] ,
which has been used to study correlation funct ions of different lattice gas
models 1101.

2.3 T h e RAPI m achine

The RAP! machine uses the same kind of basic architecture as the CAM
machines use, but the neighborhood interacti ons are rep laced by plane dis
placements (as in th e lattice gas simulations Il l} where t ime evolution of
the automaton is split in two steps per fra me). During the first step, the
collision step, the valu e of the displayed pixel is sent to a computation look
up table, its input being wr it ten back to the screen memory as in t he CAM
machines; however , in the RAP, only the value of the pixel itsel f is used
instead of the value of the pixel and of its neighbors . During the second
step, the propagation step, the automon is viewed as made of a collect ion
of one-bit two-dimensional planes, one for each bit of t he internal st ate of
the nod es. The displacement of bits from one node to one of its neighb ors
is done once by the correspon ding trans lat ion of the whole plane, using an
address generator per plane rat her than only one for all the screen memory
as is used for raster displays and CAM machines.

As for the CAM machines, the neighbo rhood relations can be imple
mented on the RAP machine. In this case , the information must be dupli
cated at each step as many times as there are relevant neighb ors, th en all
these replica ar e moved in th e corresponding direction. This process wastes
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part of the screen me mory, a penalty which can be somewhat decreased
when several nodes are packed in the same 16-h it pixel. For example, four
cells of the Conway's game of life [12} can be packed in one pixel, saving a
factor of two for t he overhead of the duplication.

3 . RAPI scheme

3 .1 Collision step

In t his section, we assume that the machine has only to comp ute its state
at time t + 1 as a function of its state at time t with no need for inform at ion
coming from the neig hborhood. T his computation corresponds exactly to
the collision step of the lat t ice gas automata. In this mo de, the information
stored in t he screen memory are serially read, sent to the computat ion
look-up table, and written back to the screen memory dur ing t he display
window.

For that, we use video random access memory (VRAM), wh ich are the
combination of a standard 65536 bits ran dom access memory (64k RAMp
and a shift register 256 bits long. This sh ift register can be loaded by
the content of an arbit rary row or its content can be written back to an
arbit rary row of the memory; bo th operations use only one memory access.
Except for these two operations, t he use of the RAM array and the shift
reg iste r are completely decoupled. The content of the shift regis ter can .be
ser ially clocked ou t , while an external signal is clocked in at the same time.
The shift regis ters of t he VRAM are designed to be eas ily cascaded , and
the scree n memory of the RAPI machine is made of 16 planes 256 X 512,
each plane being made of two VRAM T MS 4161. The RAMs corresponding
to the left and righ t parts of the screen will be said to be in zone 0 and 1
resp ectively.

This VRAM allows a v.ery simp le arch itecture . T he row counter se ts
the address of the row to be d isplayed, which is down loaded into the shift
reg isters 3.43 jJ.S before the HBLANK signal becomes act ive. The sh ift
registers are t hen clocked out 512 times at a 14-MHz rate and the 16-bit
ou tpu t word is used as an address for 16 sta t ic r andom access memories
(64k SRAM) to produce a new 16-bit word which is wri tten back to the
shift registers. During the same time, the output of the sh ift register is also
sent to an other look-up tabl e made of three 4k X 4 SRAMs t o generate
information for t he color display. After the visuali zation window, the shift
register contains in place the new line after pr ocessing and is wri t ten back
to the corresponding row of the screen memory.

3 .2 Horizontal shifts

The horizontal shifts needed to simulate t he horizontal motion of planes
are obtained through a slight modificat ion of the previo us scheme. If the

1 The RAM is organized as 256 rows of 256 bit s each .
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shift register is clocked 511 times and written hack to the memory, the net
result of this operation is a global shift of the line toward the right of the
screen. To define periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction,
the new state of the point located on the left edge of the row must be
computed and the result written directly into the row of the left memory
(zone 0) at location 00. For that, the output of the look-up table must be
stored in an additional register inserted in the computation loop afte~ the
look-up table. In a similar way, if the shift register is clocked 513 times
and written back to the memory, the result is a shift of the line toward
the left of the screen. After 513 clock pulses, the leftmost point is shifted
out of the shift register. To avoid a new computation of its value, another
regist er must be inserted in the computation loop just before the look-up
table . For periodic boundary conditions, the content of this register is
directly written into the row of the right memory (zone 1) at location F F'
Thus, two registers must be inserted in the computation loop introducing
two additional time delays in the loop. Thes e delays must be compensated
for by two addit ional clock pulses requiring 513 pulses for right shifts , 514
pulses for in place computations, and 515 ones for left shifts .

In fact , the TMS 4161 memories require an even number of clock pulses
to correctly write back the content of the shift register, and the previous
scheme must be slightly corrected by insertion in the computation loop of a
third register and a multiplexer allowing this new register to be bypassed.
When this third register is bypassed and the shift registers are clocked
514 times , there is no horizontal shift. If the third register is inserted in
the loop , 514 or 516 clock pulses give r ight or left shifts respectively. The
final loop is represented in figure 2 and the processing of any line can be
summarized as follows:

1. Download into the shift registers the row memories at address given
by the row counter.

2. Repeat steps 3 to 5 514 times.

3. Clock the shift registers and the three additional registers.

4. Compute the new state through the look-up table.

5. Feedback the shift register.

6. Write back the shift registers to the row memories for the planes with
right shift.

7. Fill directly location 00 of the row memories of zone 0 for the planes
with right shift.

8. Write back the shift registers to the row memories for the planes
without horizontal shift .

2Hexadecimal not.at.ion.
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Figure 2: Detail of the computation loop of RA Pl.

9. Clock twice the shift registers and the three addit ional registers, doing
steps 3 to 5.

10. Write back the shift registe rs to the row memories for the planes with
left shift.

11. F ill directly locati on F F of the row memories of zone 1 for the pl an es
with left shift.

Steps 3 to 5 are done at the same time, using the p ipelined architecture of
the loop , at a 14-MHz rate, and steps 1 and 6 to 11 are done at a much
slower rate during the blanking windows.

Since the underlyi ng structure of memories is a square lattice, a trick is
needed to m ap hexagonal lattices on t hem. The simp lest way consists to
use the vertical and hor izontal directions along with one of t he 45° direc
t ions , leadi ng to very severe geometric distorti ons: a rect an gular area in th e
ord ina ry plane becoming a diamond. A bet ter solut ion is given in reference
11 in which t he directi ons of the obli que links dep end on the parity of the
lines. This tec hnique is imp lemen ted in RAP I with two different horizontal
shift masks: one for t he even lines and one for the od d ones, selecte d by
the least sign ificant bit of the row counter."

3.3 Vertical scrolling

Whil e the horizontal shifts correspond to phys ica l displacements inside the
screen memory, the vert ical scr ollings correspond to virtua l displacements.

3For futu re use, a similar posibility is prov ided for the vert ical scrolling, but depending
now on the frame parity.
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For that, a frame counter is needed and the address gene rator is sp lit in
three pieces:

1. one for the planes without scrolling with the same address for the
d isp layed line and the down loaded memory row J

2. one for the plane with an upward scrolling, the ad dress of the memory
row being now the address of the displayed line plus the content of
t he frame cou nter," and

3. one for t he plane with a downwar d scrolling, t he address of t he mem
ory row be ing now the address of the disp layed line minus the content
of the frame counte r .

All these operations are done modulo 256 and naturally implement peri odic
vertical boundary conditions.

In pr incip le, every plane should have its own generator and a selection
mechanism to select the model dependent scrolling direction. In fact, to
reduce the number of com ponents, the address selecti on is done by a mul
tiplexing technique and only one ad dr ess generator . For t hat , steps 1 and
6 through 11 of the previous section are divided into three substeps, one
for each of the three kinds of add resses . A four-b it pattern is associated
with these substeps . T he direct ion of the plane motion is then fixed by a
four-bit mask and a selector on each plane prevents the row address select
(RAS) and the column address select (CAS) signals to be sent to the screen
memories except when a match occurs between the subste p pattern and the
plane mask.

3.4 Hardware realization

The RAPI machine is made of ten printed boards, with printed circu its
for the regular connections like the address lines of the me mory and wire
wr apping for random connect ions:

1. T wo 5V - 6A power supply boards with seri al regul ators .

2. One interface bo ard connects t he RAP 1 to an mM P C-compatib le
microcomputer t hro ugh two 16-bit parallel lines with handshake. One
set of lines is used to send to the RAP 1 a 16-bit command word giving
the next operating mode:

(a) Write t he plane direction patterns in one of the four -plane boards;

(b) set the memory address of the following input-output operation
(this step is needed once for consec ut ive memory addr esses, any
inp ut-output ope ration incrementing an I/ O ad dress counter};

(c) wri te a word in the computati on look-up table;

(d) write a word in the color look-up table;

4The addr ess of the top and bot tom lines on the screen are respecti vely 0 and F F .
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(e) write a word in the screen memory;

(f) read a word from the screen memory;

(g) read the line counter;

(h) read the frame counter (two words);

(i) start the computation process;

(j) stop the computation process.

3. The second set of lines is used to exchange 16-b it words between the
PC and the RAPl during the input-output operat ions.

4. One board provides all the timing and the address signals. The heart
of this board is a graphic display processor (GDP) EF936S which
provides all the synchronizat ion signals along with the line address
counter for the display.

5. One board contains t he 16 HM6287 SRAMs for t he comp utat ion look
up table and two of the 16-bit registers in the computation loop.

6. Four hoards with four planes per board are used for the screen mem
ory. Each board contains eight TMS 4161 VRAMs, the displacement
masks for the four planes, the RAS and CAS selectors, and the third
16-bit reg ister and the multiplexer in the computation loop.

7. Half of the last board is used for the display interface, while the second
half is available for future use, like post -processing of the data. This
color look-up table is made of three 4k x 4 HM6168 SRAMs an d the
16 bits to 12 bits selection is done the following way:

(a) the 12 leas t significant bits for the blue look-up table,

(b) the 12 middle bits for the green look-up tab le,

(c) the 12 most significant bits for the red look-up tabl e.

8. This configurat ion restricts the color coding somewhat, but allows
substantial space saving. In most of the st udied cases, a suitable
choice of the plane mean ing allows correct color codings .

4. La tt ice gas simu lations w ith R API

The debugging of RAP1 was finished at the end of the first quarter of
1986, six months after we started the project. The next six months were
used to write enough software on the host PC to allow friendly use by
non-expert users. Most of the efforts were concentrated on the hexagonal
lattice gas models, especially on model ill of reference 11, which allow rea
sonab le Reynolds numbers to be obtained for moderate lattice sizes. Th is
model was implemented using two seven-bit collision tables as in reference
11 computed once. Then, a spreadsheet allows quick definitions of different
look-up tab les using the remaining nine bits to define Obstacles , sink or
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Figure 3: Von Karman street behind a Bat plate obtained with RAPl.
Local averages over 16 X 16 nodes are p erformed in the host IBM-PC
computer from data retrieved from RAPl.
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sources of particles, and so on . At present, we are using a configurat ion
with seven bits for the particles: one to choose between the two possible
collision t ables, one for obstacles corresponding to "bo unce- back" condi
tions, one for "absolute" sinks which destroy ell the incoming part icles,
and the remaining for directed sources , one for each of the six directions of
the triangu lar lattice. The exist ing softwa re allows a very easy definit ion of
flows around arbit rary obstacles with different "wind tunnel" cond it ions.
The final geometry can be saved in some kind of libr ary.

Despite t he limited size of the RAP l memory, several interesting hydro
dy namics instabili t ies were observed: Kelvin-Helmholtz and von Karman
instabilities. Figure 3 gives an example of the results obtained on RAP l
for a Reynolds number of about 100 and a Mach number of 0.5 around a
flat plate, showing the shedding of vortices in the wake. This figure was
obtained forty times faster than the corresponding flow of figure 1 of ref
erence 13 obtained on a FPS164 for model II, clearly demonstrating the
potentiality of this class of special-purpose computers for latt ice gas simu
lations.

5. Con clusion

When we started this project, we knew t hat the size of t he RAP l memory
would be too small for realist ic hydrodyn amics simulat ions, but we th ought
th at the sixteen bits would be sufficient for future applicat ions. At this
t ime, the proj ect for the next stage is to buil d a second vers ion wit h severa l
RAP l modules with slight modifications to allow the exchange of dat a
between them. The horizont al communication is eas ily done through steps
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7 and 10 of section 3.2, if, instead of writing the extra point in the same
RAPl module, the informations are forwarded to the suitable neighboring
one. For the vertical communication, a new step is added during the vertical
blanking. During this step, the shift registers of the different modules in
the same vertical directions are loaded with the content of the row to be
scrolled. They are then linked together and clocked 512 times to move their
content into the target module, and finally, their conte nts are writte n back
to the memories.

The rap id progress in lat t ice gas mixtures [13) made this project com
pletely obsolete, and we are now faced with the difficult problems of building
processing structures able to manipu late more than 16 bits. This problem
is at present a serious one for the extension of the use of lattice gas to
mixtures or three-dimensional spaces [7]. Since the use of 24-bit or more
look-up tables is prohibited by technical arguments (cost versus size and
speed), new processing elements must be designed allowing enough versat il
ity for a moderate complexity. For two-dimensional lattice gas mode ls, this
goal can be partially reached, at least for models with less than 16 bits, if
the full word describing a node is split into two parts: one for the particles
themselves (16 for example) with a collision step computed with look-up
tables and a second one to drive extra memories used as multiplexers? to
implement obstacles, sinks, sources, body forces, random choices between
t he look -up tables of the different mo du les, and so on . A 1024 x 1024 x 24
machine working at 50 Msites per second with these kind of computation
tables is planned for the next stage and a second one four times as big and
as fast soon after.
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